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BASIC WEB DESIGN WITH HTML 

 

Introduction 

HTML stands for HyperText Markup Language. It is the authoring language that describes how a Web page should 

be displayed by a Web browser. Hypertext means that it provides ways of representing information with links or 

connections to other information. These links are called hypertext links. Markup means that it provides ways to 

indicate underlining, italics, paragraph breaks, section headings, and so on, in text.  

 

1.1. HTML Documents 

An HTML document is simply a text file that is saved with the extension .html or .htm. It can be created by a simple 

text editor like Microsoft Notepad, Notepad++ as well as a sophisticated web authoring tool like FrontPage or 

Dreamweaver.  

HTML documents are made up of tags (or simply tags). A tag is a code enclosed within angle brackets that 

indicates how something is to be interpreted by a web browser. Some examples of tags are <html>, <br> and 

<em>.  Most tags come in pairs: an open tag and a closing tag which is written with a slash after the first < (e.g. 

</html>). A closing tag tells the browser where to stop applying the effect of a given tag. 

 

a. Basic HTML Document 

 A basic HTML document is contained within the <HTML> and </HTML> tags and comprises of two sections: head 

and body. 

The Head contains the page title and meta-tags within the <HEAD> </HEAD> tags. Any JavaScript code that is 
used, as well as Cascading Style Sheet information is also contained within the Head. This section will not be 
displayed on the web page. 

The Body holds the actual content of the page (text, graphics, lists, etc.) contained within the <BODY> </BODY> 

tags. The <HTML>, <HEAD>, <TITLE>, and <BODY> tags are referred to as document tags while the tags that are 

used within the body part of the document are known as markup tags. 

A basic HTML document would look something like this: 

 

<HTML>  

<HEAD> 

<TITLE>The title of your page goes here</TITLE> 

</HEAD> 

<BODY> 

   The content of the web page goes here. 

</BODY> 

</HTML> 

 

 <HTML> marks the beginning of an HTML document    

 <HEAD> begins the heading section of the document     

 <TITLE> ... </TITLE> gives a title that will appear on the browser’s menu bar. This section must appear 

between the <HEAD> ... </HEAD> tags and should be straight text, no tags.    

 </HEAD> defines the end of the heading    

 <BODY> … </BODY> defines the body of the document (text contained within the <BODY> … </BODY> 

tags appears in the main browser window). It can be used with the attribute BGCOLOR. 

 </HTML> defines the end of the document 

 

When an HTML document is created, it is saved with the extension .html or .htm. Once it is saved, it can now be 

opened as a web page using a web browser. 

 

To edit the page, go back to the text document. Make the changes and save the document. In the web page, click 

“reload” or “refresh” to apply the changes. 

 

<HTML> 

<HEAD> 

<TITLE>A Simple HTML Example</TITLE> 

</HEAD> 

<BODY> 

  Welcome to the world of HTML! 

</BODY> 

</HTML> 
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b. Attributes 

Some tags are used with attributes. An attribute is a special code that can enhance or modify a tag. They are 

generally located in the starting tag after the tag name. The basic syntax for html tags and attributes is: 

 

 <tag attribute=“value”> … </tag> 

 

Example: <body background=“green”> … </body> 

     <body background=“myphoto.gif” height=“50” width=“50”> … </body> 

 

Remark!      - Tags are case insensitive but it is advisable to write them in lower case. 

         - All attribute values must be written within double quotes 

 

 

1.2. Text Tags 

Text tags are used to format text within the document. The following are tags that can be used to format text: 

Tags Description 

<b> … </b> 

<strong> … </strong> 
Bolds the text between the opening and closing tags  

<i>...</i> 

<em>...</em> 
Puts text in italics 

<u> … </u> Underlines text 

<font> … </font> 
<font size=? color=#0000FF> … </font> 

Sets the appearance of the text in your page. Can be used with 
"size", "color" and "face" attributes. 

<blink> … </blink> Causes text to blink 

<center> … </center> 
Centers text or any item or group of items place between its open 

and closing tags 

<marquee> … </marquee> Causes text to navigate 

<p> … </p> 
<p align=“center”> … </p> 

Sets a paragraph apart from other text and adds a line break 
after. </p> is optional  

<!--...--> 
Used to insert comments. Comments are not displayed by the 

browser. They are footnotes for you.  

<br>  Used to insert a line break. It does not have a closing tag. 

 

Example:  

<html> 

   <head> 

        <title>My First Web Page</title> 

   </head> 

        <body> 

 <strong>THIS TEXT IS BOLD TOO</strong> 

<b> This text is bold too</b> 

<em>THIS TEXT IS IN ITALICS</em> 

<i>This text is in italics too</i> 

<u>This text is underlined</u> 

<strong><em><u>THIS TEXT IS BOLD, UNDERLINED AND IN ITALICS</u></em></strong> 

<b><i>This text is bold and in italics too</i></b> 

<font color=”blue”>THIS TEXT IS BLUE</font> 
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        </body> 

</html> 

  

 

 

1.3. Heading and List Tags 

Heading tags are used to highlight text by making them bigger and bolder than normal text. There are six levels of 

headings numbered 1 through 6, where 1 is the biggest and 6 is the smallest heading. Headings are specified as 

<hώ> </hώ> where h stands for heading and ώ is the level number (1 to 6). 

Example: 

<html> 

  <head> 

     <title>Heading</title> 

  </head> 

  <body> 

      <h1>Level 1 heading</h1> 

      <h2>Level 2 heading</h2> 

</body> 

</html> 

 

List tags are used to display items that are arranged in a list. Two types of lists exist: ordered and unordered lists. 

Their respective tags are <ol> … </ol> and <ul> and </ul>. No matter the type of list, the <li> … </li> tag is used 

for every item inside the list. 

Example: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.4. Links 

A link can be text or an image which when clicked takes one to another part of the document, another html 

document on the same machine or to another website. A link is introduced using the anchor <a> ... </a> tag. 

<a href=“URL or address”> … </a> 

<a href=“www.facebook.com”>Click here to log onto to facebook</a> 

<a href=“mailto:joshnoyah@ymail.com”>Send a mail to Josh</a> 

<a href="#top">Back to top of page </a> 
 

1.5. Images 

Images are inserted in the page with the use of the image tag <img>. It has no closing tag and can be used with 

the attributes src which specifies the source of the image, align, top and width. 

 

<img src= “image path” align=“top” height=“40” width=“30”> … </img> 

<img src=“logo.jpg”> 

<img src= “mypict.gif> 

 

1.6. Tables 

Tables are defined with the <table> tag. A table is divided into rows with the <tr> tag, and each row is divided into 

data cells with the <td> tag. The letters td stands for table data, which is the content of a data cell. A data cell can 

contain text, images, lists, paragraphs, forms, horizontal rules, tables, etc. 

<ol> 

    <li>item 1</li> 

    <li>item 2</li> 

    <li>item 3</li> 

</ol> 

<ul> 

    <li>item 1</li> 

    <li>item 2</li> 

    <li>item 3</li> 

</ul> 

<html> 

 <head> <title>Heading</title> </head> 

<body> 

   <h1 align= “center”>Level 1 heading</h1> 

    <h2>Level 2 heading</h2> 

</body> 

</html> 
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<table>  
 <tr> <td>row 1, cell 1</td>  
        <td>row 1, cell 2</td>  
 </tr>  
 <tr> <td>row 2, cell 1</td>  
         <td>row 2, cell 2</td>  
  </tr>  
</table> 
 

 

 

1.7. Forms 

 

1.8. Special Characters 

Character 
Decimal 

Entity  
Name Entity Description 

  &#160; &nbsp; None Breaking Space 

" &#34; &quot; Double Quotation mark 

' &#39; &apos; Single Quotation mark 

& &#38; &amp; ampersand 

< &#60; &lt;  less-than 

> &#62; &gt; greater-than 

# &#35;   Hass Sign 

% &#37;   Percentage Sign 

( &#40;   Left Parenthesis 

) &#41;   Right Paremthesis 

*  &#42;   Left Parenthesis 

+ &#43;   Plus Sign 

- &#45;   Hypen 

/ &#47;   Slash  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. JavaScript 

 


